


OUR PROCESS 



We design for sustainable change 
and social impact, creating 
responsible and thoughtful 
products by transforming discarded 
waste magazines into original 
accessories and interiors.  
 
Based in Swaziland, all our 
products are hand made by local 
women, empowering them through 
skill sharing and earning a living 
wage. We believe that 
craftsmanship and ethical 
production could prove to be a 
vital economic sector for Africa.  
 
We want to change the perception 
of recycled materials by 
developing innovative techniques 
combined with locally sourced 
environmentally friendly and waste 
materials.  
 
A founding member of SWIFT, 
Swaziland fair trade,  we are an 
active advocate for fair trade 
principles.  
 
 
	  

ABOUT US 



SWAZILAND The Kingdom of Swaziland is a mountainous 
landlocked country covering 17,364 square 

kilometers in the south-eastern corner of Africa, 
the southern hemisphere's smallest country.  

Three quarters of its area is bordered by South 
Africa and one quarter by Mozambique.  

 
It has abundant nature, clean rivers and 
magnificent mountains and landscapes.  

 
The population of Swaziland is just over one 

million with about 78.9% residing in rural areas. 
52% of the population is under the age of 20 
years. In 2010, the unemployment rate in rural 

areas was 37.1 per cent compared to 16.7 per 
cent in urban areas. 

 
It is a place where kings still rule relatively 
supreme and tribal traditions remain strong but 
it has not escaped the realities of modern life 
with an estimated prevalence rate of HIV-
infected adults (26% of people aged 15-49) 
The country still depends largely on subsistence 
agriculture for survival. As for many countries in 
southern Africa, South Africa is key to 
Swaziland's economic welfare.  
 
The handcraft sector in Swaziland is thriving, 
and its combination of good design and high 
quality products shows the rest of Africa how it 
can be a powerful tool for lifting communities.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

      



HERITAGE 
COLLECTION 

Our signature paper bead designs made from100% waste magazines.  
Colours come from the pages of the magazines and dipped in gold paint 



BNN Beaded neckpiece FGN Fabric necklace 
open gold 

FGN Fabric 
necklace 

open gold 

BNN Beaded neckpiece 

BCN 
Beaded 
collar 

necklace 

FBN  
Fan 

bead 
necklace 

FYN  
Fabric 

asymmetrical 
necklace 

MBN 
strand 
Bead 

necklace 

Colors are only an indication; all necklaces are available in any colors 



1. DRG Drop earring half gold 
2. BDG Bead earring half gold 
3. AGE Abacus earring gold 
4. CPG Circle drop earring gold 
5. LGE Liana bead earring gold 
6. CGE Charm hoop earring half gold 
7. BGE Bead earring all gold 
8. CGE Charm drop earring gold 
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1. ABE Abacus bead earring 
2. CHE Charm hoop earring large 
3. CDE Charm drop earring 
4. BDE Bead earring 
5. LBE Liana bead earring 
6. BGB Beaded love bracelet gold 
7. DBG Desert bracelet gold 
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CBS Coil bracelet square 

CBR Coil bracelet round 

CRI Coil ring 



PAPER WOOD 
COLLECTION 



Layered paper magazine pages, bringing paper back to its original source as wood.  
Text comes from the magazine pages. 

All jewellery is varnished for durability. Brass components are handmade at our studio.  



LYE Layered earring 

PBE Pebble earring 

MNS Moon layered stud	  

LLB Liguma layered cuff	  

LLR Liguma layered ring 

BDR Bar ring double BRR Bar ring 

FLR Flat ring TLR T layered ring 

PBR Pebble ring TBR Tehuti brass ring 



TRI Tri layered earring GLE Geo layered earring DME Diamond layered earring TSE Tehuti layered stud 

LMB Layered bangle medium 

SSE Square layered stud 

TBR Tehuti brass ring 

PBR Pebble ring 

LTB Layered bangle thin 



ONE OF A KIND 
COLLECTION 



Handmade from waste 
newspaper pulp, layered 
magazine paper, crushed 
recycled glass and brass off 
cuts. 
 
These designs are all one of 
a kind, inspired by crystals 
and stones 

OQP Quartz pendant 

OGP Geode pendant 

OPE Paper Earth 
OCP Crystal pendant OQP Quartz pendant 

OCP Crystal pendant 



NCE  
Nugget circle 

earrings 	  

POE  
Pulp oblong 

earring 

NDE  
Nugget double 

ring earring 	  

PTE  
Pulp triangle 

earrings 	  

PCE  
Pulp circle 
earrings  

PCE  
Pulp circle 
earrings  

PTE  
Pulp triangle 

earrings 	  

NCE  
Nugget circle 

earrings 	  

POE  
Pulp oblong 

earring 

PTE  
Pulp triangle 

earrings 	  





PPN  
Pulp petal 
necklace	  

PRR  

Pulp rock ring round 	  
PNR  

Pulp nugget ring	  

POP 

Pulp oblong 
pendant 	  



PRS Pulp rock studs round 

PNR  
Pulp nugget ring	  

PRR  

Pulp rock ring round two tone 	  

PAN 
Pulp arc 
necklace	  

PTN 
Pulp triangle 

pendant	  

PRT 
Pulp rock ring triangle	  



HANDMADE 
HOME 

COLLECTION 



PLR  
Pulp light round 
metallic inside 

wood top 

 	  

GPL  
Glass pulp light round 

Recycled	  glass from 
 Ngwenya Glass 

 

BLL 
Pulp bell light 
Metallic inside 

BLL 
Pulp bell light 
Metallic inside 



PGS 
Pulp bowl mini 
Metallic inside 

(stone and gold) 

 
 

PGS 
Pulp bowl mini 
Metallic inside 

(charcoal and copper) 

PGL 
Pulp bowl large 
Metallic inside  

(stone and copper) 

 
 



PCL1 
Pulp light small pendant 

PGS 
Pulp bowl mini 
Metallic inside 

PGL 
Pulp bowl large 
Metallic inside 

PGX 
Pulp bowl extra large 

Metallic inside 



GBL 
Gold stitched bowl large  



ZBL 
Zig zag bowl large 





GET IN TOUCH 
 
 
 

HOW TO ORDER 
 
Once we have received your order a pro-forma 
will be emailed to you for confirmation with 
freight quote. Please allow 4-6 weeks for 
production as products are made to order. 
 
Full payment of the order, inclusive of postage 
costs will be required from the customer prior to 
dispatch of the goods, unless prior arrangement 
has been made. 
 
Payments can be made to the Quazi Design 
bank account by international transfer or 
customers have the option of paying credit 
card via secure online services or PayPal. 
 
All designs and products are original artistic 
design of Quazi Design and as such may not 
be copied in any form whatsoever. www.quazidesign.com  

 
 
 

 

info@quazidesign.com  


